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Abstract—In this paper, an approach to autonomous learning
of a multi-model system from streaming data, named ALMMo,
is proposed. The proposed approach is generic and can easily
be applied also to probabilistic or other types of local models
forming multi-model systems. It is fully data-driven and its
structure is decided by the nonparametric data clouds extracted
from the empirically observed data without making any prior
assumptions concerning data distribution and other data prop-
erties. All meta-parameters of the proposed system are obtained
directly from the data and can be updated recursively, which
improves memory- and calculation-efficiency of the proposed
algorithm. The structural evolution mechanism and online data
cloud quality monitoring mechanism of the ALMMo system
largely enhance the ability of handling shifts and/or drifts in
the streaming data pattern. Numerical examples of the use of
ALMMo system for streaming data analytics, classification and
prediction are presented as a proof of the proposed concept.
Index Terms—autonomous learning systems, AnYa type fuzzy
rule-based system, Empirical Data Analytics, data clouds, non-
parametric, classification, prediction.
I. INTRODUCTION
AUTONOMOUS Learning Systems (ALSs) [1] can be
seen as the physical embodiments of machine intelligence.
An ALS can also be seen as a fusion of computationally
enabled sensor platforms (machines/devices) that possess the
algorithms (respectively, the software) needed to empower the
systems with evolving intelligence that is manifested through
interaction with the outside environment and self-monitoring.
The core characteristics of any ALS are the self-monitoring
and self-adaption. Autonomous learning and extracting new
knowledge as well as updating the existing knowledge base
are, thus, vitally important [1].
A very efficient structural form for the ALSs is the multiple
model architecture [2]–[4]. Multiple models can be used to
describe different operating regimes, local specifics using
simple local models (e.g. linear, Gaussian, singleton, etc.) [1]–
[4]. An example of a multi-model system is the fuzzy rule-
based (FRB) system [5]–[10]. It has been theoretically proven
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that both, the artificial neural networks (ANNs) [11] and the
FRB systems [12] are universal approximators. Nonetheless,
handcrafting an effective multiple model system currently
requires a significant human expertise and efforts [2], [3], [5]–
[8].
In this paper, we introduce a new fully autonomous learning
system for streaming data, named ALMMo. In the proposed
ALMMo system, the structure is composed of constraints-free
data clouds forming Voronoi tessellation [13] in terms of the
input and output variables. Its structure identification concerns
the identification of the focal points of the data clouds as well
as the parameters of output local models. Correspondingly, the
parameter identification problem of the proposed approach is
to determine the optimal values of the consequent parameters
of the local (linear or singleton) models [1], [9].
The proposed ALMMo system can also be viewed as an au-
tonomously self-developing AnYa type FRB system designed
using the principles and mechanisms of the recently introduced
Empirical Data Analytics (EDA) computational framework
[10], [14]. Specific characteristics that set ALMMo apart from
the existing methods and schemes include:
1) it employs the nonparametric EDA quantities of density
and typicality to disclose the underlying data pattern of
the streaming data (note that “nonparametric” means that
there is no model with parameters imposed for the data
generation, it also means no user- or problem- specific
parameters, but this does not mean that our algorithms
do not have meta-parameters to achieve data processing);
2) its system structure is composed of data clouds free
from external constraints and self-updating output local
models identified in a data-driven way;
3) it further defines and identifies a unimodal density based
membership function [10] designed within the EDA
framework to the AnYa type FRB system [9];
4) it can, in a natural way, deal with heterogeneous data
combining categorical with continuous data [10].
The proposed ALMMo system touches the very foundations
of the complex learning systems for streaming data processing.
Therefore, a wide variety of applications and extensions can
be developed in the areas including online data analytics,
classification, prediction, self-calibrating sensors, high fre-
quency trading, image processing, etc. A number of numerical
examples based on real data from benchmark datasets are
presented in this paper serving as a proof of the concept.
They demonstrate the highly competitive performance of the
proposed approach compared with the state-of-art techniques;
however, the potential of the proposed learning system is much
2higher and not limited by these illustrative examples.
II. ALMMO STRUCTURE, DATA CLOUDS AND THE
EDA FRAMEWORK
A. Multi-Model Systems
Multi-model systems have been used for decades in adaptive
control, observers, predictors, classifiers [2], [3], [15] as a
powerful tool able to handle problems with both measurement
and motion uncertainties. Multi-model systems exploit the
centuries’ old principle of “divide and rule” [1]–[4], [7] by
decomposing complex problems into a set of simpler ones and
combining these afterwards. Examples of multi-model systems
include but are not limited to FRB systems [1], [7].
FRB systems consist of a number of fuzzy rules representing
the local areas of the data space. There are two widely used
types of FRB systems, namely, i) the Mamdani type [5], [6]
and ii) the Takagi-Sugeno type [7], [8]. The antecedent part
of a Mamdani or Takagi-Sugeno type fuzzy rule is determined
by a number of fuzzy sets (one per variable), which are them-
selves defined by parameterized scalar membership functions,
e.g. triangular, trapezoidal or Gaussian. There are, in general,
two approaches to identify the membership functions, namely,
i) human expertise-based, and ii) clustering-based approaches.
However, a number of issues arise when identifying antecedent
parts [9], [10]:
1) Defining a membership function requires ad hoc deci-
sions;
2) Membership functions often differ significantly from the
real data distribution;
3) “Curse of dimensionality”.
An illustrative example of a FRB system designed by human
experts and a clustering-based FRB system is depicted in the
supplementary Fig. 1.
The proposed ALMMo system employs the nonparametric
EDA quantities (density and typicality), which will be briefly
recalled in the next subsection to disclose the underlying data
pattern of the streaming data, and based on which forms data
clouds used as the antecedent (IF) part of its AnYa type fuzzy
rules in a data-driven way. In ALMMo, each local model is
associated with a certain data cloud. This method of forming
data clouds is different from the eClustering method used in
the original AnYa paper [9].
AnYa type FRB system was recently introduced aiming to
simplify the antecedent parts of the fuzzy rules [1], [9], which
are uniquely defined by focal points of the nonparametric,
constraint-free data clouds consisting of the data samples
associated with the nearest focal points. AnYa type FRB is
closely linked with the concept of data clouds introduced in
[1], [9].
Data clouds are very much like clusters, but differ in several
aspects. They are nonparametric, free from external constraints
and do not have a specific shape. They directly represent the
local ensemble properties of the observed data samples. In
contrast, the traditional pdfs [16] or membership functions
used in fuzzy set theory [5]–[7] often do not represent the
true data distributions and, instead, represent some desir-
able/expected/estimated or subjective preferences in the case
of fuzzy membership functions. Data clouds consist of the
data samples affiliated with the nearest focal points resembling
Voronoi tessellation [13]. The visual example of data clouds
based on the UCI benchmark dataset Banknote Authentication
[17] is presented in Fig. 1, where the dots in different colors
are the members of different data clouds, the black asterisks
are the focal points. For visual clarity, we only present the first
two attributes of the dataset, namely, variance and skewness
of wavelet-transformed image. As we can clearly see from
the figure, the data clouds do not have specific shapes, their
boundaries are decided by their mutual distribution.
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Fig. 1: Example of data clouds based on real data.
All data samples are assigned to the nearest focal points
forming data clouds. One can then easily formulate the follow-
ing rule describing the data clouds structure and assignment
process:
IF (j∗ = argmin
i=1,2,...,N
(||x− µi||)) THEN (Ξj∗ ← x), (1)
where x = [x1, ..., xM ]T is a particular data sample in the
Euclidean data space RM ; Ξi denotes the ith data cloud
and µi is the corresponding center; N is the number of data
clouds/local modes of the observed data samples in RM , also
is the number of fuzzy rules in the FRB system.
The proposed ALMMo system also replaces the commonly
used ad hoc membership functions with the unimodal density
based membership function [10]. This improvement signifi-
cantly reduces the efforts of human experts and, at the same
time, largely enhances the objectiveness of the FRB system.
In this sense, the proposed approach differs from the original
AnYa [9] as well.
Using the climate dataset (temperature and wind speed)
measured in Manchester, UK for the period 2010-2015 [17]
as an example, one can easily distinguish the differences of
the weather between Winter, Summer and Spring/Autumn by
using three typical data samples measured on Jan. 3rd 2013,
Apr. 10th and Jul. 15th 2014 as the focal points and forming
the data clouds around them. The visualization of the real
climate dataset partitioned by data clouds is given in Fig. 2,
where the unimodal discrete density of each data cloud is also
involved as a membership function [10]. One can clearly see
3the three data clouds in Fig. 2 representing Winter, Summer
and Spring/Autumn. However, these data clouds were not
predefined, they emerged from the data.
Fig. 2: Visualization of the partitioning result and 2D unimodal
density based membership function of the climate dataset.
The structure of the proposed ALMMo system is depicted
in Fig. 3 and is described as follows [1], [9]:
Fig. 3: A simple sketch diagram of the proposed ALMMo
system.







where Ξj denotes the jth data cloud, j = 1, 2, ..., N ;
yj is the output of the jth fuzzy rule; uT = [1,xT] =
[1, x1, ..., xM ]; y is the overall output of the ALMMo system;
aj is the consequent parameters of the jth fuzzy rule, aj =
[aj,0, aj,1, aj,M ]
T;λj is the activation level of the jth fuzzy






As it was stated before, one of the main novelties of this
paper is the proposed identification of ALMMo within the EDA
framework. We will then briefly introduce the concept of EDA.
B. EDA Framework
Empirical Data Analytics (EDA) framework was introduced
recently [14] as a new methodology for data analytics, which
is free from pre-defined parameters and assumptions. The main
problem addressed by the EDA framework is to estimate the
ensemble properties of data based on the given observations
of outcomes of actual processes/experiments alone. Therefore,
the individual data samples do not need to be independent or
identically distributed (i.i.d.) as in the traditional statistics [19],
[20]; on the contrary, their mutual dependence is taken into
account directly through the mutual distances between the data
points/samples. The main nonparametric EDA quantities used
in this paper include:
i) Unimodal discrete density, D [14];
ii) Multimodal continuous typicality, τMM [21].
Let us assume the collection of the observed data sam-
ples of the data stream in RM are denoted by {x}K =
{x1,x2, ...,xK} (xi = [xi,1, xi,2, ..., xi,M ]T ∈ RM , i =
1, 2, ...,K), where the subscripts indicate the time instances at
which data samples were observed and only one data sample
arrives at each time instance.
i) Unimodal discrete density, D
Unimodal discrete density, D is derived directly from the
ensemble properties and mutual distributions of observed data
samples. It concerns the spatial distribution at a particular
data sample in regards to all other data samples. It is defined
generally for any type of distance. For the most common
Euclidean type of distance, the unimodal discrete density gets
the form of a Cauchy function. The unimodal discrete density
of the data sample x (x ∈ {x}K) is defined as [14] :
DK(x) =
1




where σ2K = XK − ||µK ||2; µK and XK are, respectively,
the mean and the average scalar product of the dataset {x}K ,














||xK ||2; X1 = ||x1||2. (6)
ii) Multimodal continuous typicality, τMM
Multimodal continuous typicality, τMM [21] of x is defined
as the weighted sum of continuous multivariate Cauchy type
kernel functions [22]–[24] corresponding to the data clouds.







where κK,i(x−µK,i) is the multivariate Cauchy type kernel












4where i = 1, 2, ..., NK ; Γ(·) is the gamma function; pi is the
well-known constant; NK is the number of local modes at the
Kth; SK,i is the number of data samples associated with the
ith local mode and
∑NK
i=1 SK,i = K holds; µK,i and σK,i
(σ2K,i = XK,i − ||µK,i||2) are the mean and the standard
deviation of the data samples within the ith data cloud.
The multimodal continuous typicality, τMM provides an
intuitive visualization of the empirically observed data pattern
and is free from any pre-defined parameters. Nonetheless, it
is worth to notice that the multivariate Cauchy type kernel
functions being used in the multimodal continuous typicality
is not a prior assumption but a result of using Euclidean type
distance.
Illustrative examples of the unimodal discrete density D
and multimodal continuous typicality τMM are depicted in
supplementary Fig. 2.
III. AUTONOMOUS LEARNING OF MULTI-MODEL
SYSTEMS
In this section, we will describe the learning process of
the ALMMo system, which includes the following two main
stages: i) structure identification and ii) parameter identifi-
cation. We will consider the well-known Euclidean distance
without loss of generality (this system is not limited to
Euclidean type only).
A. Structure (data clouds) Identification (divide and rule)
For each newly arrived data sample, denoted as xK+1, the
global mean and average scalar products µK and XK are
updated to µK+1 and XK+1 firstly using equations (5) and
(6).
The unimodal discrete density at xK+1 and the focal points
of the existing data clouds µK,i (i = 1, 2, ..., NK) are
calculated using equation (4), denoted by DK+1(xK+1) and
DK+1(µK,i) (i = 1, 2, ..., NK). The following principle is
checked to see whether xK+1 will generate a new rule:
Cond.1: IF (DK+1(xK+1) > max
i=1,2,...,NK
(DK+1(µK,i)))
OR (DK+1(xK+1) < min
i=1,2,...,NK
(DK+1(µK,i)))
THEN (xK+1 is a new focal point).
(8)
If condition 1 is met, a new rule is added based around
xK+1.
It is necessary to check whether the new data cloud overlaps
with the existing data clouds, the following principle is used
here to avoid possible overlaps:




 the ith focal point and therespective data cloud needs
to be replaced by a new one
 , (9)
where DK+1,i(xK+1) is the unimodal discrete density calcu-







The rationale to consider DK+1,i(xK+1) ≥ 1/(1 + n2)
comes from the well-known Chebyshev inequality [25] which
describes the probability of a particular data sample x to be
n time standard deviation, σ away from the mean, µ:
P (||x− µ||2 ≤ n2σ2) ≥ 1− 1
n2
. (11a)
Using the unimodal discrete density, the Chebyshev inequal-
ity can be reformulated in a more elegant form as [14]:
P (DK+1,i(xK+1) ≥ 1
1 + n2
) ≥ 1− 1
n2
. (11b)
Here, we use n = 0.5. That is, DK+1,i(xK+1) ≥ 0.8 for
xK+1 is less than σ/2 away from the focal point of the ith
data cloud. In other words, xK+1 is close to all points of
the ith data cloud, therefore, xK+1 can replace the ith focal
point.
If only Condition 1 is satisfied and Condition 2 is not met,
a new rule (data cloud) with the focal point xK+1 is added:
NK+1 ← NK + 1; (12a)
SK+1,NK+1 ← 1; (12b)
µK+1,NK+1 ← xK+1; (12c)
XK+1,NK+1 ← ||xK+1||2. (12d)
In contrast, if Conditions 1 and 2 are both satisfied, then the
existing overlapping data cloud (assuming the ith data cloud)
is being replaced by a new one with the focal point xK+1 as














where d·e denotes the ceiling function.
The above principle is to prevent the ALMMo system
from discarding the previously collected information too fast
because the new data cloud may be initialized by an abnormal
data sample.
If Condition 1 is not satisfied, xK+1 is assigned to the near-
est existing data cloud using equation (1). The corresponding
quantities are updated as follows (NK+1 ← NK):













5The descriptors (mean, scalar product and number of data
samples) of the other data clouds stay the same for the
next processing cycle. In ALMMo, each data cloud (and, the
respective focal point) is used as a basis to formulate the
antecedent (IF) part of the fuzzy rules.
B. Online Quality Monitoring
Since the proposed ALMMo system is for processing stream-
ing data, monitoring the quality of the dynamically evolving
structure is necessary in order to guarantee efficiency. The
quality of the fuzzy rules used in the ALMMo system can
be characterized by their utility [1]. In the proposed ALMMo
system, utility, ηK+1,i , accumulates the weight of the rule
contributions to the overall output (activation level) during
the life of the rule (from the moment when this rule was
generated till the current time instance). It is the measure of
importance of the respective fuzzy rule compared to the other
rules (i = 1, 2, ..., NK+1) [1], [9]:
ηK+1,i =
1
K + 1− Ii
K+1∑
l=Ii
λl,i; ηIi,i = 1, (15)
where Ii is the time instance at which the ith data cloud/fuzzy
rule is established; λl,i is the activation level of ith data
cloud/fuzzy rule at the lth time instance. In this paper, we
define the activation level as the normalized unimodal density





The rule base can be simplified according to the following
principle by removing fuzzy rules (data clouds) with low
utility [1], [9]:
Cond.3: IF (ηK+1,j < η0) THEN (remove the jth fuzzy rule),
(17)
where η0 is a small tolerance constant (in this paper, we use
η0 = 0.1).
If the jth fuzzy rule satisfies Condition 3, it will be removed
from the rule base and its consequent parameters CK+1,j and
aK+1,j will be deleted as well.
C. Parameter Identification
At this stage, the consequent parameters of the ALMMo
system are updated.
If a new rule is added during the structure identification







CK,NK+1 ← ΩI(M+1)×(M+1). (19)
If an old fuzzy rule (denoted as the jth rule) is replaced
by a new one when the Conditions 1 and 2 are both satisfied,
the new rule will inherit the consequent parameters of the old
one.
After the structure of the ALMMo system is revised, we can
use the fuzzy weighted RLS approach [26] or its modification
fuzzy weighted generalized RLS method [27] to update the
consequent parameters CK,j and aK,j (j = 1, 2, ..., NK)
locally:






aK+1,j = aK,j + λK+1,jCK+1,juK+1(yK+1 − uTK+1aK,j),
(21)
where aK,j , aK+1,j , CK,j and CK+1,j are the consequent
parameters and co-variance matrix of the jth fuzzy rule at the
Kth and K+1th time instances, respectively; a1,1 = [
M+1︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, ..., 0]T
and C1,1 = ΩI(M+1)×(M+1); Ω is a constant, in our paper,
Ω = 10 is used.
D. Online Input Selection
In section II.B, we consider the dimension of input data
samples to be M . However, in many practical cases, often
there are a number of inter-correlated inputs. Therefore, it
is very important to introduce the online input selection,
which can further eliminate the waste of the computation- and
memory-resources to improve the overall performance.
In this subsection, we add Condition 4 to deal with this [1]:
Cond.4: IF (ωK+1,i,j < ω¯K+1,j)
THEN (remove the jth set from the ith fuzzy rule),
(22)
where j = 1, 2, ...,M ; i = 1, 2, ..., NK+1 ; ωK+1,i,j is the
normalized accumulated sum of parameter values at the time-





ω¯K+1,j is the average value of the normalized accumulated






 is a constant parameter,  ∈ [0.03, 0.05]. The accumulated




|at,i,j |, j = 1, 2, ...,M. (23c)
If Condition 4 is met, we remove the corresponding fuzzy
set from the rule and remove the corresponding column and
row from the covariance matrix CK+1,j .
Finally, when the next data sample, xK+2 comes, the system







The learning process flowchart of the proposed ALMMo
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Fig. 4: Flowchart of the ALMMo system’s learning process.
IV. APPLICATIONS OF ALMMO
In this section, to test the proposed concepts and the method,
we consider the following three applications of the proposed
ALMMo learning algorithm:




The overall performance of the proposed method is ana-
lyzed based on comparisons with existing algorithms. Several
benchmark datasets are used in the numerical experiments in
this section. The algorithms were developed using MATLAB
R2015a, performance was evaluated on a PC with processor
3.60 GHz×2, and 8 GB RAM.
A. Online Data Analytics
The proposed ALMMo system is able to perform online
analytics on the streaming data thanks to its structural evo-
lution mechanism. The system starts “from scratch” and
quickly builds the data clouds/fuzzy rules directly from the
observed data samples. With more data samples observed, the
system begins to remove the stale fuzzy rules, which are not
representative anymore and/or, at the same time, adds new
fuzzy rules when the previously formed fuzzy rules do not
represent the current data pattern well. By generating the
multimodal continuous typicality, τMM , the ALMMo system
is able to provide a detailed and elegant visualization of the
ever-changing data patterns of the observed streaming data.
The same climate dataset plotted in supplementary Figs.
1 and 2 is used to perform the online data analytics by the
proposed ALMMo system, where the dataset is considered as
a data stream.
The evolution of data clouds and fuzzy rules generated by
the ALMMo and the corresponding changes of focal points
and multimodal continuous typicality are presented in a video
in the Supplementary Materials, which is also downloadable
from [28].
In this numerical experiment, we use η0 = 0.1. However,
due to the fact that a figure can only display 3-dimensional
objects, we have to select two attributes, namely temperature
and wind speed, for visualizing the multimodal continuous
typicality.
B. Classification
In this subsection, we will consider the ALMMo based
classification. For classification, we use η0 = 0, which means
that, the system will not forget any knowledge gained during
training, thus, ensure the fuzzy rules can cover the whole data
stream.
Here, the normalized local unimodal discrete density (equa-
tion (16)), which is generated per data cloud, is used as the
basis function and the output class prediction by the ALMMo





7where the weights are defined as wj = uTaj , j = 1, 2, ..., N .
Thus, the class label can be determined by the output as:
Class(x) = Round(yˆ), (26)
where Round(yˆ) denotes the operation of rolling yˆ to the
nearest integer.
The performance of the proposed ALMMo classifier is tested
on the well-known challenging Pima dataset [29] with details
tabulated in Table I. The attribute information is given in
supplementary Table I. We have studied this dataset in [14]
using the offline naı¨ve EDA based approaches. In this paper,
we only involve the online approaches and the most popular
offline ones for further comparison. The proposed classifier is
compared with the following well-known approaches:
1) Self-organizing map (SOM) with winner takes all prin-
ciple [30] with the net size 9× 9;
2) Learning vector quantization (LVQ) [31] with a hidden
layer of size 32;
3) Back-propagation neural network (BPNN) with 3 hidden
layers of size 16;
4) Naı¨ve Bayes classifier;
5) SVM with Gaussian kernel function (SVM-G) [32];
6) SVM with linear kernel function (SVM-L) [32];
7) FLEXFIS-Class [33];
8) Dynamic evolving neural-fuzzy inference system (DEN-
FIS) [34];
9) Peephole long short-term memory (LSTM) [35], [36]
with a hidden layer of size 32;
10) AnYa classifier [9];
11) eClass0 [37];
12) Simpl eClass0 [38] and
13) Fuzzily connected multimodal systems (FCMMS) [4].
Note that among the comparative algorithms listed above,
FLEXFIS-Class, DENFIS, AnYa classifier, eClass0, Sim-
pl eClass0 and FCMS are the multi-model approaches. The
proposed ALMMo classifier as well as AnYa classifier, eClass0,
Simpl eClass0 and FCMS are evolving approaches which can
start classifying “from scratch” from the very first data sample
and self-evolve with the data stream, while the other classifiers
require pre-training. In contrast with the original AnYa clas-
sifier, the proposed ALMMo classifier uses an advanced, non-
parametric mechanism for data cloud/fuzzy rule identification
as well as the unimodal density-based membership functions
as described earlier (see subsection III.A).
In this numerical example, 90% of the data samples are
selected randomly for training and the rest are used for
validation. For a fair comparison, we use pre-training for all
classifiers. All the involved online approaches will stop learn-
ing after the training process. 30 Monte Carlo experiments
are conducted and the average accuracies of the classification
results are tabulated in Table II.
The confusion matrixes of the classification results obtained
by selecting the first 90% (691 samples) of the dataset for
training and using the rest of the data samples (77 samples)
for validation are presented in supplementary Table II.
We also conduct a comparison in an online scenario between
the fully evolving algorithms that can start “from scratch”,


























TABLE III: OVERALL CLASSIFICATION PERFOR-







Simpl eClass0 0.584 0.968
FCMMS 0.545 0.924
namely the proposed ALMMo classifier, AnYa classifier, e-
Class0, Simpl eClass0 and FCMMS, by considering the Pima
dataset as a data stream. In this experiment, the order of the
data samples in the stream is randomly determined, and the
algorithms start classifying from the first data sample and keep
updating the system structure along with the arrival of new
data samples. We repeated the experiment 30 times and report
the average performance in Table III.
Further, another benchmark dataset (occupancy detection
[39]) is also used for evaluation of the proposed approach.
This dataset consists of one training set and two testing sets.
Details of this dataset are tabulated in Table I and the attribute
information is given in supplementary Table I.
In this numerical example, we firstly train the classifiers
with the training set and conduct classification on the two
testing sets separately with the trained classifiers in an offline
scenario. 30 Monte Carlo experiments are conducted by ran-
domly scrambling the order of the training samples and the
overall accuracies of the classification results are presented in
Table II. The average true positive rates and true negative rates
of the classification results on the two testing sets obtained
with the classifiers trained by the original training set are
tabulated in supplementary Table III.
Similarly, we also consider the whole occupancy detection
dataset as a data stream and conduct 30 Monte Carlo experi-
ments by randomly scrambling the order of the data samples to
evaluate the performance of the five evolving algorithms in an
online scenario. The average results are reported in Table III.
From Tables II and III one can see that, the proposed ALM-
Mo classifier provides highly accurate classification results in
the numerical examples in both offline and online scenarios
compared with its competitors. It is worth to be noticed that,






















ALMMo Yes Yes Yes 0.773 0.979 0.992
SOM No No / 0.734 0.975 0.945
LVQ No No / 0.681 0.944 0.871
BPNN No No / 0.752 0.939 0.908
Naı¨ve Bayes No No / 0.741 0.978 0.985
SVM-G No No / 0.729 0.976 0.959
SVM-L No No / 0.752 0.978 0.990
FLEXFIS Yes Yes No 0.613 0.816 0.887
DENFIS Yes Yes No 0.715 0.901 0.845
LSTM No No / 0.645 0.895 0.906
AnYa Yes Yes Yes 0.678 0.802 0.837
eClass0 Yes Yes Yes 0.603 0.946 0.872
Simpl eClass0 Yes Yes Yes 0.587 0.932 0.944
FCMMS Yes Yes Yes 0.527 0.910 0.845
the proposed ALMMo classifier is an online classifier and can
work “from scratch”. The most important point is that the
proposed ALMMo classifier is entirely data-driven and is free
from unrealistic assumptions, restrictions or problem- or user-
specific prior knowledge. In other studies, we also demon-
strated that ALMMo classifiers are able to achieve comparable
or even better classification results against the state-of-the-
art approaches in more complicated problems including, but
not limited to, handwriting digital recognition, remote sensing
image classification without the need of predefining (problem-
or user- specific) parameters and thresholds [40].
C. Prediction
In this subsection, the performance of the online prediction
using the proposed ALMMo system is reported. In the fol-
lowing numerical examples, we use η0 = 0.1, which means
leaving out the rules that contribute less than 10%.
We consider a high frequency trading problem for testing the
ALMMo predictor. The data includes the QuantQuote Second
Resolution Market Database [41], which contains tick-by-tick
data on all NASDAQ, NYSE, and AMEX securities from 1998
to the present moment in time. The frequency of tick data
varies from one second to few minutes. This dataset contains
19144 data samples. In this paper, we use the following
attributes:
1) Time, K;
2) Open Price, xK,1;
3) High Price, xK,2;
4) Low Price, xK,3 and
5) Close Price, xK,4
for prediction of the future values of high price 8, 12, 16,
20 and 24 steps ahead, namely yK = xK+8,2, yK = xK+12,2,
yK = xK+16,2, yK = xK+20,2 and yK = xK+24,2, respective-
ly. The data samples are standardized online before prediction.
Firstly, we use xK as the input to predict the high price
8 steps ahead, xK+8,2. The overall prediction result is p-
resented in Fig. 5a and the evolution of number of data
clouds/local modes/fuzzy rules is depicted in Fig. 5b. Three
zoom-in periods (circulated areas in Fig. 5) are depicted in
supplementary Figs. 3a-3c. Three of the fuzzy rules of the
ALMMo system in the final time instance are presented in
Table IV as illustrative examples. The complete fuzzy rule set
is given in supplementary Table IV. Note that the values of
xK,1, xK,2, xK,3 and xK,4 presented in the fuzzy rules in the
two tables have been denormalized using the corresponding
mean and standard deviation values.
As we can see from Fig. 5, there are many abnormal data
samples and random fluctuations in the data stream. At the
beginning and the end of this data stream, large fluctuations
and abnormal data frequently appear, while in the middle,
the data pattern changes relatively smoothly with only a
small number of abnormal data. The corresponding changes
of the system structure can also be seen in Fig. 5. Thus, one
can see that, the proposed ALMMo predictor is capable to
successfully follow the non-stationary data pattern and exhibits
very accurate prediction results and demonstrates a strong
evolving ability.
To study the performance of the proposed ALMMo predictor,
more experiments have been done and tabulated in Table




3) Least square linear regression (LSLR) algorithm [42],
which is widely used in the fields of finance and
economy [43];
4) Sliding window least square linear regression (SWL-
SLR) algorithm [44], which is also widely used in the
fields of finance and economy [43];
9TABLE IV: EXAMPLE OF FUZZY RULES IDENTIFIED FROM THE LEARNING PROCESS
Rule# Detailed Expression
1 IF
 Open Price, xK,1 ∼ 1409050High Price, xK,2 ∼ 1409073Low Price, xK,3 ∼ 1409027
Close Price, xK,4 ∼ 1409053
 THEN ( yK = 0.0187 + 0.0961xK,1 + 0.8096xK,2+ 0.2933xK,3 + 0.7554xK,4
)
2 IF
 Open Price, xK,1 ∼ 1409639High Price, xK,2 ∼ 1409659Low Price, xK,3 ∼ 1409617
Close Price, xK,4 ∼ 1409648
 THEN ( yK = 0.0505 + 0.6342xK,1 + 0.6156xK,2+ 0.4011xK,3 + 0.1668xK,4
)
3 IF
 Open Price, xK,1 ∼ 1408586High Price, xK,2 ∼ 1408595Low Price, xK,3 ∼ 1408575
Close Price, xK,4 ∼ 1408582
 THEN ( yK = 0.0426 + 0.6934xK,1 + 0.4999xK,2+ 0.4721xK,3 + 0.1119xK,4
)
TABLE V: PERFORMANCE DEMONSTRATION AND
COMPARISON ON HIGH FREQUENCY TRADING PROB-
LEM
Input and Output Performance
Algorithm NDEI NoR texe
Input: xK
ALMMo 0.135 10 4.63
FCMMS 0.143 4 7.77
AnYa 0.164 3 3.69
OLSLR 0.169 / 13.32
Output: xK+8,2
SWLSLR 0.146 / 1.14
eTS 0.183 6 36.52
DENFIS 1.598 12 19.4
SAFIS 0.554 20 23.16
Input: xK
ALMMo 0.152 10 4.40
FCMMS 0.162 4 7.75
AnYa 0.197 3 3.66
OLSLR 0.192 / 12.86
Output: xK+12,2
SWLSLR 0.164 / 1.10
eTS 0.234 8 45.71
DENFIS 1.606 12 19.40
SAFIS 1.007 17 22.59
Input: xK
ALMMo 0.168 10 4.42
FCMMS 0.175 4 7.60
AnYa 0.185 3 3.69
OLSLR 0.204 / 12.71
Output: xK+16,2
SWLSLR 0.180 / 1.11
eTS 0.191 8 48.85
DENFIS 1.597 12 19.7
SAFIS 0.964 18 22.54
Input: xK
ALMMo 0.178 10 4.43
FCMMS 0.189 4 7.84
AnYa 0.195 3 3.67
OLSLR 0.219 / 12.69
Output: xK+20,2
SWLSLR 0.199 / 1.09
eTS 0.200 8 48.60
DENFIS 1.562 12 19.9
SAFIS 1.042 11 16.73
Input: xK
ALMMo 0.192 10 4.68
FCMMS 0.204 4 7.78
AnYa 0.231 3 3.66
OLSLR 0.242 / 2.80
Output: xK+24,2
SWLSLR 0.218 / 1.10
eTS 0.271 7 45.71
DENFIS 1.582 12 20.20




































(b) The evolution of number of local modes/fuzzy rules.
Fig. 5: Prediction result for the high frequency trading prob-
lem.
5) evolving Takagi-Sugeno (eTS) algorithm [26];
6) DENFIS [34] and
7) SAFIS [45].
The width of the sliding window for LSLR algorithm is 200.
The following three measures: the non-dimensional error index
(NDEI) [27], the number of rules (NoR) and execution time
(texe, in seconds) are considered to evaluate the performance.
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In this numerical example, the data samples are standardized







where yi,output is estimated value as the output of the system;
yi,object is the true value and σobject is the standard deviation
of the true value.
It is clear from Table V that the proposed ALMMo predictor
always exhibits a better performance than its competitors. In
addition, the ALMMo predictor is also faster than the eTS,
OLSLR, DENFIS and SAFIS predictors and it can also work
on a sample-by-sample basis (does not need sliding window)
like the eTS, AnYa and FCMMS.
To further evaluate the performance of the proposed ALM-
Mo predictor, a more frequently used real dataset, the Standard
and Poor (S&P) index data [46] is used in this study. This
dataset contains 14893 data samples acquired from January 3,
1950 to March 12, 2009. This dataset is frequently used by
other prediction algorithms as a benchmark for performance
because of the nonlinear, erratic and time-variant behavior of
the data. The input and output relationship of the system is
governed by the following equation:
xK+1 = f(xK−4, xK−3, xK−2, xK−1, xK).
The following algorithms:
1) EFuNN [47],
2) SeroFAM [48] and
3) Simpl eTS [49]
TABLE VI: PERFORMANCE DEMONSTRATION AND
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are additionally used for comparison. The comparative results
are tabulated in Table VI. The prediction result of the S&P
index dataset using ALMMo predictor is presented in supple-
mentary Fig. 4.
As we can see from Table VI, for the S&P index data, the
accuracy of the proposed ALMMo is 0.013, which ranks the
first place from the 11 algorithms studied. It is also worth to
notice that the S&P index dataset is, in fact, more smooth
if compared with the QuantQuote Second Resolution Market
Database [41]. Thus, one can conclude that the proposed ALM-
Mo system outperforms other prediction algorithms, especially
in a more complicated situation. In addition, it is autonomously
self-developing and does not require any user- or problem-
specific parameters or prior assumptions to be made.
The two algorithmic parameters used by the ALMMo sys-
tem, namely η0 and Ω, are only used for monitoring the quality
of existing fuzzy rules and initializing the covariance matrixes
for newly added fuzzy rules, respectively. The recommended
value range of η0 has been given in [1], [9], which is [0, 0.1]. In
general, η0 may have subtle influence on system structure, the
larger η0 is, the faster the system removes the stale fuzzy rules
that cannot follow the current data pattern anymore from its
rule base, the more efficient the system will be, and vice versa.
However, it may deteriorate the performance as the system
forgets the acquired knowledge too fast if the value of η0 is too
large [1]. In contrast, Ω only influences the convergence of the
consequent part and it may slightly deteriorate the performance
if its value is set too large or too small [26]. The influence
of the two parameters on the performance of the proposed
ALMMo system is demonstrated in the supplementary Table
V and Figs. 5-6 based on the high frequency trading problem
[41], where we use xK as the input to predict the high price
8 steps ahead, xK+8,2. Nonetheless, we have to stress that the
performance of the proposed ALMMo system is insensitive to
the values of η0 and Ω, and this can also be seen from the
supplementary Table V.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce a new fully autonomous learning
system for streaming data within EDA framework, named
ALMMo. The proposed ALMMo system is non-parametric,
assumption-free, and entirely data-driven. The system can be
interpreted as fully human intelligible IF-THEN rules of AnYa
type or as an ANN with a simple multi-layered structure that
resembles RBF. Its structure is built upon the nonparametric
data clouds that are free of external constraints; all the meta-
parameters are extracted from the empirically observed data
directly with no user- or problem- specific prior knowledge
required and can be recursively updated. Thus, the system is
also memory- and computation- efficient. Its system structure
is able to evolve online to follow the possible shifts and/or
drifts in the data pattern for the case of streaming data. The
quality of the existing data clouds is monitored online as
well to keep the system optimized. The proposed ALMMo
can be applied and extended to various areas including online
data analytics, classification, prediction, image processing, etc.
A number of numerical examples based on real data and
benchmarks are presented in this paper serving as a proof of
the proposed concept. As a future work, we will analyse the
stability and convergence of the proposed ALMMo system.
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